Why Hydroponics?
Hydroponics makes plant care easy!
Never worry how to water your plants again! Applying the
right amount of nutrients is easy too! Imagine watering your
plants once every 2-3 weeks – with a water gauge that tells you
how much!
After seeing the all the advantages of hydroponics, you’ll want
to convert all your plants. Transplanting into Hydroponics is
easy and almost any plant can converted.

Transplant
Guidelines
1. Use only healthy
plants. This is not a
good way to revive
sick or diseased
plants.
2. The best time to
transplant is April
to October. The
active growing season for houseplants.

If you have problems growing
houseplants, start with one of our
Hydroponic plants before attempting a soil transfer.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com

3. Don’t transfer
newly purchased
plants. Give new
plants 2-3 weeks to
get acclimated before transplanting
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The Transplant Kit
Your Transplant Kit includes everything you’ll need for converting
two soil plants to Hydroponic Plants. Our Hydroponic System is simple and easy to use. Here’s what ‘s in your Transplant Kit:

(2) Hydroponic Grow
Systems
•

Clay Pebbles

•

Culture Pots

•

Water Indicators

•

Outer Pots

•

K-L-N Rooting Hormones
Encourages new root
growth while resisting disease.

•

Nutrients for
Houseplants
Nutrition formula that
contains everything
needed for healthy

Transplanting Instructions
Complete instructions for
transplanting soil plants to
Hydroponics

Now that you’ve got everything you need, lets get started!
Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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How Plants Work
Understanding how plants work will improve your success with transplants.

Plants use the energy from the sun to
grow. The roots send water and minerals up to the plant. Using light from
the sun, the plant manufactures starch
and sugar to build new cells. This is
photosynthesis.
Converting a plant from soil to Hydroponics forces the plant to change soil
roots to water roots. This change
might be stressful for some plants because the water and minerals it needs
cannot be absorbed until new roots
are formed.

Why Hydroponics is Better
• Clay Pebbles replace soil. They’re
cleaner with no mold or disease.
• Easer To Water Water Gauge takes
all the guesswork out of watering
• Less Maintenance Decorative Container holds water for plant. Water
once a month.
• More Vigorous and Live Longer
Healthier roots mean stronger plants
that will thrive for years.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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How to Transplant
Removing the soil from a plant’s roots the first time might be a little
frightening. Don’t worry – just follow our guidelines and you’ll be successful.
Start slow. It’s a good idea to begin with a couple of small plants to get
aquatinted with the process. We don’t recommend trying a large plant
the first time.

1. Soak pebbles overnight in a solution of 2 TBS K-L-N (Rooting
Hormones) per gallon of water.
(Save water for watering new
transplant later.)

2. Using both hands, remove the
plant from its pot, taking care
to not damage the roots.

3. Supporting the plant with one

hand, carefully tease apart the
root ball, removing as much soil
as possible without tearing the
roots. Trim away any damaged
or unhealthy roots.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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How to Transplant
4. Wash roots thoroughly, removing all remaining soil.
BE SURE TO REMOVE ALL
SOIL.

Cover bottom of culture pot
with pebbles. Arrange root
5. system on the base of pebbles.
Holding plant in position, add
more pebbles, up to the plants
normal planting depth. (Get
help for larger plants.) Tap
pebbles down. Be aggressive
so pebbles fill all the spaces
around roots. No air gaps allowed! Pebbles are round and
will not damage roots -no
matter how hard you pound.

6. Correct planting depth is important. Hydroponic plants
should be potted slightly
deeper than soil plants. If plant
is too high (plant is unstable
or the roots are showing),
dump out pebbles and start
over. If plant is too low
(leaves are buried), gently pull
plant upward. Tap pebbles
down.

7. Insert water gauge into opening in culture pot and snap into
place. Place culture pot into
outer container.
Congratulations! You’ve just
transplanted your first hydroponic plant!
Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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After the Transplant

(con’t)

Most plants will do just fine after transplanting. Your new plant might need a
little TLC the first couple of weeks while it’s getting acclimated to Hydroponics however. But after your plant has acclimated - plant care will be easy.

Watering New Transplants During the Transition
Getting the right balance of air and water at the roots is key to successful
transplanting. This varies with different plant types so you might need to adjust
your watering schedule in the beginning.
Don’t worry, once your plant adjusts to its new home watering will be easy.
The goal is to establish a good wet/dry cycle.

Rule #1. Don’t overwater! New roots need air
to grow! Too much water and they will suffocate.

Pour water (or KLN Solution) over pebbles until
red indicator jumps to
1/4 -1/2 on water gauge.

Wait 10-14 days.

Check bottom of outer
pot to make sure
plant has used up all
the water.

Rewater to 1/2 on
gauge.

After several weeks your plant should be drinking up all the water in the reservoir in 2 weeks. Then your new watering schedule will be to simply water to
1/2 or “Opt” on gauge every 2 weeks.
Remember, you always want to find the reservoir empty before rewatering.
If there’s water standing at the bottom of the pot after 2 weeks, dump it out,
wait a couple of days and then water less for the next 2 week cycle.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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After the Transplant

(con’t)

If your plant isn’t drinking water and doesn’t look happy - the roots need more
air.
Adjust your watering routine by taking plant to sink and simply pouring KLN Solution through the pebbles. Then return plant to outer pot with no standing water at
the base.

Using the water gauge
as a handle, lift plant
(and culture pot) from
outer pot and take to
sink.

Pour KLN Solution through
pebbles.

Return plant to outer pot with
no standing water at the
base. Repeat 1-2 times a
week.

Grower Tip: For cactus, succulents, and other plants that don’t like water,
use watering technique described above - watering only once a week. These
plant will also want a dry period of several days (or up to a week) between
waterings. Continue for 4 weeks, then water to only 1/4 on gauge with a dry
period of a week in between.

Healthy plants will use will up all their water in about 2 weeks. If your plant is not
drinking and has droopy leaves - or is sheading its leaves - it’s not happy.
1. Carefully remove plant from culture pot. Take a close look at the root system
and cut away any rotting or decayed roots.
2. Rinse remaining root system at sink (or use garden hose).
3. Repot plant a little deeper in fresh pebbles.
4. Rewater plant at sink only once a week.
5. Keep root zone warm because new roots need at least 68 degrees to grow.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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After the Transplant

(con’t)

Light
Try giving your new plant good light without strong sun at first. New transplants
aren’t prepared to handle direct sun at
first (even Ficus, Cactus, etc).
Windowsills are not the best place for
new transplants because they get too hot
from the sun during the day and too cold
at night.

Temperature and Humidity
Your new transplant will be working hard at developing new roots. The most important element for root growth is warm temperatures at the roots – 68-78 degree range is ideal.

Heat Mats are ideal for keeping
the root zone warm for new
transplants.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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After the Transplant

(con’t)

Increasing Humidity Levels for New Transplants

The tropical creatures that they are, most
houseplants need humidity. Boost the humidity and your new transplant will benefit.
Humidity trays work best for adding humidity for new plantings.

Unfortunately, misting plants to increase humidity
doesn't do much because the effects of misting are
short lived. Unless you mist your plant every 30 minutes - around the clock - misting won't help.

It’s not unusual for a plant to droop or loose leaves
after transplanting. Remove all discolored leaves so
the plant will focus its energy on new growth
(discolored leaves never turn green again anyhow).
Don’t panic! Some plants shed almost all their
leaves before growing new ones.
New growth is the best indicator on how your
plant is doing. Don’t worry too much about yellow
leaves, they‘ll grow back. Watch growing tips for
signs of new growth.

Got questions? www.easygrohydro.com
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Tips for healthy plants
Nutrition
Correct (and balanced) nutrition is the key to healthy
plants. Not too much, and not too little—the amount must
be just right. This can be a daunting task for even the most
experienced gardeners.
With our system complete balanced nutrition is easy. Our
nutrient solutions have everything your plants need for vigorous, healthy growth. They’re safe to use on all plants-soil
plants too! Use 1/4 to 1/2 tsp. per gallon every time you water.

GROW 7-9-5 by Dyna-Grow

An all purpose formula that promotes healthy
growth. Contains 6 essential macronutrients plus all
10 trace elements that plants need for healthy
growth. If you want healthy plants, this is the nutrient
to use.

Trimming and Cleaning
Trimming and cleaning plants can be fun. You’ll see the results right away and your
home or office will feel better!
Pruning is not only good for cutting back straggling shoots—it also helps your plants
look more compact and fuller. Since most plants regenerate themselves quickly, don’t
be afraid to prune vigorously during the active growing season (spring and summer in
most climates).
Plants like an occasional shower as well. With Hydroculture this is simple. Lift the plant
(and culture pot) from the decorative outer container and take it to the sink (or
shower). Using lukewarm water, gently rinse the leaves and stems. Don’t worry about
making a mess - there won’t be any mud to clean up or clog the drain with Hydroculture. And while your there, flush the root system by running water through the culture
pot and all the old fertilizer and other impurities will be washed away.
Note: If your cleaning your plants outside, avoid direct sun. Plants grown inside will
burn quickly in the sun outdoors.
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